Always, they come with Hunter Panels’ reinforced facer on both sides.

- Packaged and labeled separately from the tapered panels in the system
- Flat 4’x4’ pre-assembled sump

Systems:
- Modified Bitumen
- Standing Seam

Indicates tapered panels utilized in:
- Y 1.5” - 2.5” 32 24
- 1” - 1.75” 30 24
- 0.5” - 1.25” 14 54

Hunter Panels EXPERT TAPERED DESIGN SERVICES

Our Tech Topics address a wide variety of specific and frequently asked technical questions.

TECH TOPIC #R101

Residential and Commercial Roof Insulation

- Multi-layering of Polyiso roof insulation installed with staggered joints offers a number of advantages over a single layer installation of a multi-layered system with staggered joints.
- Mechanical fasteners penetrating rigid insulation may reduce thermal resistance from reduced by mechanically fastening only the first installed layer.

TECH TOPIC #R103

UL RATINGS USING HUNTER PANELS H-SHIELD

- A minimum layer or multiple layers equaling 3” to 8” of H-Shield HD Composite CG is produced on-line to achieve a Prescriptive R-Value.
- A minimum layer of 1.9” (R 10.8) over a minimum 1.4” layer of any Hunter Panels product, installed over an approved UL fire rated base sheet (R 10.5)

TECH TOPIC #R104

Installation of a multi-layered system with staggered joints.

- Occur Here
- 4’x8’ - 1 Fastener per 4 sq ft
- GREATER THAN 55 MPH OR A TO CARLISLE SPECIFICATIONS.

installation guides and fastening information

Our Installation and Fastening guides for Gualshield and H-Shield HD Individual fastening Hunter Panels by product, Fastener recommendations, Installation videos, all are meeting that you installation goes smoothly.

product information

- Construction and Demolition Waste Management
- 9% Pre-consumer Recycled Content
- H-Shield HD Composite CG is composed of two products, H-Shield HD and Hunter Panels’ Energy Smart Polyiso, created along the edge of the cricket.
- We do hereby submit for your consideration the following product(s) in addition to the specified

installation of a multi-layered system with staggered joints.

- Pull-out (lbs):
- Test Description Typical Value
- 4.4
- 122
- Test 1
- Test 2

Hunter Panels MANUFACTURERS OF ENERGY SMART POLYISO ROOF INSULATION PANELS

With over 1000 documents online, our comprehensive website is your source for a broad range of downloads including technical documents, installation advice, product specifications and real world application examples.

Visit HunterPanels.com or call us today at 888.746.1114. We are here to help.
An interesting thing happened in 1998 when Hunter set out to manufacture the absolute most effective, efficient and innovative Polyiso insulation panels available anywhere – we also created the finest customer service organization and contractor support team in the industry.

Go figure.

Then again, at Hunter we believe in doing “whatever it takes” to provide our customers with a full line of proven Polyiso products from our seven strategically located manufacturing facilities across the USA for fast, on-time service and availability.

When it comes to thermal efficiency and a wide range of building applications, Polyiso insulation is the #1 insulating material available today. Polyiso can be installed on both commercial and residential structures, on the roof or in the wall. It’s lightweight, cost-effective and provides outstanding return on investment with significant energy savings.

See for yourself how the expert team at Hunter Panels will do “Whatever it Takes” to provide you with the absolute best Polyiso products and customer service, too.